
Enterprise Platform Reporting

Complete IT assessment to keep you informed
Enterprise Platform Reporting’s unique architecture makes is fully functional for 0ne-off assessments for 
prospecting and paid projects, as well as for regularly scheduled automated assessments for your managed 
services clients. Either way, the system relies on non-intrusive data scanners that quickly pull in and encrypt a 
massive amount of network, cloud, asset and user data. The data is then automatically analyzed, filtered and 
can be presented in 100 different reports based on what you need to know and show.

      Get great value and ease-of-operation by offering
         truly comprehensive assessment and reporting
         and exhaustive vulnerability scanning.
      Present innovative recommendations for
         performance process improvements that
         can help your business realize its highest possible
         potential by increasing its efficiency, productivity,
         and bottom line. 
      Remediate recurring issues by gaining visibility
         into processes and programs across your
         organization’s entire infrastructure.

Execute reporting with no 
software installation

Gather data from in-office and 
remote endpoints

Data collection and reports can 
export in a variety of formats

One Platform, One Hundred Reports

Enterprise Platform Reporting gives you the best in security reporting. It collects detailed information 
on every asset, including those not physically connected to the network, and identifies all risks from 
misconfigurations, network vulnerabilities. and user threats. It supports all environments, from on-premises 
to remote and cloud environments; it also easily integrates into a remote and dispersed infrastucture for a 
remote workforce. These reports are easy to present and support recurring assessment to adapt instantly to 
change, all at a simple price point.

The reports can be edited and customized to your heart’s content. To make it easy, we organize our reports in 
two different ways: You can view reports by the type of assessment you are running, such as Network, Security, 
Exchange, SQL Server or MS Cloud, or you can view them by use case, such as for prospecting, onboarding and 
discovery, service optimization, et cetera. The document contains the technical details about the network and 
its configuration, as well as some suggestions regarding improvement.

Light-weight and Ready for All Environments

 Analyze your existing technologies including
    hardware, infrastructure, and software solutions
    so your management has a clear understanding
    of its current state and how business processes are
    currently being accommodated.

 Accessible reporting features can keep your
    technical resources happy by eliminating
    burdensome reporting and copywriting.

 Track your network health with analysis and
    reporting as often as you’d like - annually, quarterly,
    monthly, or weekly.
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